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About This Game

A bunker evacuated miles below the earth, you were kept frozen and forgotten ... until now. Overhead, a first person game of
exploration, puzzles and terror. survive experiments and mutations in the dark and discover the surface exit. if it still exists.

Synopsis

Hexagon a megacorporation that dominates the pharmaceutical industry, advanced many in their cryogenic experiments on
animals ... but soon they changed level.

You are voluntary for testing, something confidential. But something along the way went wrong. thawed by an emergency
system after 162 years in an unknown subterranean zone that was evacuated for unknown reasons.

Disoriented, you look for the nearest exit, but it will not be easy ... contaminated areas, mutant experiments lurk in the dark until
you discover the secret behind everything.
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Title: Overhead
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Serializefield
Publisher:
Serializefield
Release Date: 15 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2.3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English
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Really great game, glad my friend bought me this cause I had my eye on it for quite a while!
The mix of retro-style graphics and horror with all the blood and gore is amazingand especially the game over screens -- I love
it. Would definitely recommend this to others!. Surprisingly fun game.

Simple controls, but hard to master.

Not a fan of voxel-like graphics, but they end up making the 2.5D view of the game peculiarly charming.

Sounds are clear, and background music is nice

The extra collectibles doesn't seem to be of any purpose, so it's a little odd to have them, makes me wonder if the dev didn't
implement all the features they had originally planned?

Price may be a tad high, recommend getting on sale.. i didnt even get to play ...sever error everytime i hit start. might be good i
dunno??????????. This made my parents love me again. I dont have 1 hour played yet and I already know that will not refund
this. Is a great game and idea.

Better played with two persons becouse the other one might think in something you didnt and thats really important in this
game.. This game is pretty fun and has alot of charm but in the alpha state is pretty broken. Spend time making new character
and pet play 5 in game days,upon reloading, all my progress is there but character and pet revert to default. Grind for gold to do
upgrades on the garden and house which turn out do nothing other than waste the time required to grind the gold. Can only
upgrade one shop "the one you start with" the other is just broken and cant be upgraded or shop type adjusted. Again I know the
game is in Alpha but everytime you load it up there is a advertisement for the Devs other project Himno 2. Work on one or the
other so you can can patch these simple things that should not take much time or effort. I cant recommended this game at $10,I
do like it and will still play it from time to time but until these simple bugs and playability issues are addressed I cant
recommend.. I wanted to like this game but there are so many things wrong with this game it riddicoulous that they are even
selling this game for 15 euros.Glitches ,bugs,poor level design,clumsy controls and to top them all the achievements dont work.
Stay away from this one,trust me.. At first i thought its another clone of NT with more gungeon stylish, but this is something
really different, things like temporal buffs, fastpaced, character swapping.. this combination works and game is addictive. I
didnt played much yet, but i think its fair concurent to mentioned games. Another great rogue game to my lib. Big thumb up for
that its Slovakian game :)

Tl,Dr; If you like roguelite games like NT or Gungeon, this is must have. I've only raced through the first Cup of Career, so I
can't speak for the full game, but so far this is a great Kart racer. Power-ups are unique, reasonably powered, and well-placed.
Characters are well designed. Karts handle nicely, very arcadey.
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It's along the lines of Mario Kart Double Dash / Wii crossed with Crash Team Racing and Mad-Nation Racers. Tight tracks that
require good reflexes and the right level of challenge for someone familiar with the genre.

It scratches that karting itch. Don't be put off by the Fruit theme, it's a true kart racer.

My one gripe is the background music. It's not terrible, just too cheery. I'm probably a little older than the target audience
though.

Fantastic game. Excited to see how much more this can shine when it's through Early Access.. This is my childhood. 10/10
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Great Direct X 11 Benchmark worth the money. I have previously used the free version, but for $10.00 this is worth the
moeny.. Ok I bought it. How to I play it?

I really enjoyed the music in the game but apparently buying this Nightside OST does nothing. I would think it would show up
under steam music.. Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken up to much
to interact. I have windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that are just for VR.
Whatever the reason it doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
. cool idea, but not enough content. Starting to play the (repetetive) mechanics and not the game after barely an hour.

Refunded.. One of the funnest multiplayer games to play with your friends ever!!! Its good for over the internet or in your own
home. The 3D for me improves it massivly over the last ones expecially when the rising water starts and everyone is running for
hghground and to kill each other at the same time!!!. Very bad game with bad acceleration and unexpected high graphic
requirements.Also the music was just terrible. 2\/10. Great game, deserves a Positive review. Charming, difficult and fair, and
lovely the look at. If you like challenging platformers you should give this a try!. Air Conflicts: Vietnam is disappointing to me
seeing as I really liked the previous Air Conflicts games. The previous games were all about fast arcade-style air-to-air and air-to-
ground combat in large open arenas, and Vietnam basically gets all of those points wrong. The maps are very small and often
obscured by low fog, so you're constantly going past the map's walls. The controls are fiddly and strange, nothing at all like the
fluidity of Air Conflicts: Pacific Carriers (which I think is the high point of the franchise).

By far the worst thing about the game is that it interrupts gameplay to deliver cutscenes after the completion of each goal, and
these interruptions are frequent. Your goal might be to take out three AA emplacements — which you'll get done within 1-3
minutes since the maps are so small — and then you'll sit through a 20 or 30 second cutscene with hammy voice acting. This
will happen about five times per mission.

Give this a miss and try out Pacific Carriers instead. Secret Wars is okay too. I regret buying this game.. Midnight Quest is a fun
point and click adventure that has you solving puzzles in an effort to repair a time machine and save the scientist and robot in a
lab. Now as someone who isn't terribly bright, I found the puzzles to be just challenging enough to make me think but not so
difficult as to beat my head against the wall.

The art style gives me a very Scribblenauts kind of vibe. But at times some of the items are slightly difficult to tell exactly what
they are and with no text descriptions, you may have a slight bit of trouble initially identifying them. But nothing too bad.

This is an easy recommend because it's pretty cheap and moreso, it's fun if you're into point and click games. So give it a shot!

If you want to see the game in action or just the first section to get a feel for the puzzles: https:\/\/youtu.be\/F6cQ7aF8R1c
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